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(1): State key laboratory of hydraulic engineering simulation and safety, Tianjin university,
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ABSTRACT
Evapotranspiration(ET) plays a crucial role in the hydrologic system. To estimate
evapotranspiration quantitatively in a large scale, remote sensing data has been used in a
number of models and shows its applicability in the estimation of evapotranspiration. In this
paper, evapotranspiration for central and northern China was derived from MODIS data. In arid
and semi-arid regions, soil evaporation can be considered as the minimum water requirement
for bare area, while evapotranspiration can be considered as the minimum water demand for the
area covered by vegetation. Hence the separation of soil evaporation and vegetation
transpiration is valuable for efficient water resources management. In this study, the land
surface temperature-fractional vegetation coverage(Ts-f) trapezoid method was applied in
conjunction with an operational two-layer model. A modified algorithm for the determination of
actual dry/wet edges(MADE) of the Ts-f trapezoid was proposed, which is an improvement of
the original method based on Ts-VI(vegetation index) triangle developed by Ronglin
Tang(2010). The MADE was then integrated with the two-layer model to estimate the latent
heat flux (evaporation and transpiration). It’s showed that the retrieved latent heat flux is in
good agreement with FLUXNET data obtained from Department of Biogeochemical
Integration. The root mean square error of monthly ET is below 25 W/m2. The result
demonstrated that the accuracy of the modified algorithm to determine dry/wet edges in the Tsf trapezoid was satisfactory. Finally, the spatial and temporal distribution of soil evaporation
and vegetation transpiration of central and northern China was further investigated in this study.
Keywords: remote sensing，evapotranspiration，two-layer model，latent heat, MODIS, Ts-f
trapezoid
INTRODUCTION
Evapotranspiration(ET) has been long regarded as an very important component in energy and
mass exchange between hydrosphere, atmosphere and biosphere (Sellers et.al., 1996)
.Traditional method for calculating or measuring ET is limited to fixed time and space scale,
Nowadays with the development of remote sensing technology, retrieving ET by utilizing the
information obtained from remote sensing imagery had gained more and more attention (Kalma
et. al., 2002; Stisen et.al., 2007; Carlson et al., 1995; Carlson 2007). In recent years, researchers

started the efforts of separating evaporation(E) and transpiration(T) apart by two-layer model
(Carlson et al., 1997, Zhang et al., 2003). In this study, a modified algorithm for two-layer
model was introduced. This algorithm was applied to retrieve the evaporation and transpiration
separately for the central and northern China as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Study Area
METHODOLOGY
In the operational two-layer model, the PCACA (pixel component arranging and comparing
algorithm) and Layered Energy-Separating Algorithm are the two core algorithms. The former
one is used for decomposing surface temperature of mixed pixel into soil temperature and
vegetation temperature, and the latter one is used for calculating Bowen-ratio of soil and
vegetation.
The combination of vegetation index and land surface temperature contains rich information. It
was found that scatter plot of land surface temperature and vegetation coverage forms a shape
of trapezoid (Figure 2). Based on this finding, Zhang et al., (2001, 2004) proposed an algorithm
to separate the mixed pixel temperature. This algorithm is called PCACA (pixel component
arranging and comparing algorithm). Its fundamental equation is as follow:
,
(1)
where, Tm,Tv,Ts are respectively the temperature of mixed pixel, vegetation canopy and soil
surface, εm, εV,εS are respectively the emissivity of mixed pixel, vegetation canopy and soil
surface,σis Stefan-Boltzmann constant, f is the vegetation coverage of mixed pixel. In this
method, the determination of actual dry boundary/edge and wet boundary/edge is the key step
to separate the temperature and eventually separate the evaporation and transpiration.
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Figure 2 Trapezoid of mixed land surface temperature and vegetation coverage
A modified algorithm for the determination of actual dry/wet edges(MADE) of the Ts-f
trapezoid was proposed. This method was based on Ts-VI(vegetation index) triangle developed
by Ronglin Tang(2010). It was an improvement of the original method. To locate the wet
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boundary accurately, we come up with an effective way to divide the scatter zone in M
trapezoid into a number of intervals and locate the efficient frontier of wet boundary by judging
the change of point density in contiguous horizontal intervals. This process can not only
automatically filter out spurious wet points and outliers, also prevent the wet boundary to be
located too low caused by abnormal pixels in study area with special geographical conditions or
landforms. Blow is the detailed process of our proposed algorithm:
(i) Firstly, dividing the TM  f trapezoid space evenly into M vertical intervals and
every interval into N subintervals (According to the actual points distribution of
study area, we take 20 for M and 10 for N as initial 3umber), then dividing the range
of TM into horizontal intervals by a temperature step;
(ii) Finding and saving the minimum temperature of every vertical subintervals, taking
their average ( TAV ) and standard deviation (  ) as initial state. The standard
deviation can be computed by
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(iii) Judging whether the minimum temperature of each subinterval of this grid is greater
than T AV   , if it is, this subinterval is discarded in the following steps;
(iv)Recalculating average minimum temperature and standard deviation of the remaining
subintervals;
(v) Utilizing a linear regression between the minimum temperature of each f

(2)

interval(vertical interval) and f i to finally obtain the actual wet boundary:

TMIN ,i  c  df i

(3)

so, the two lower corner points of the trapezoid are located as pixels with
f  0, TM  c and f  1, TM  c  d

(4)

A similar procedure was used to determine the actual dry boundary and the two higher corner
points of the trapezoid.
The MADE was then integrated with the two-layer model to estimate the latent heat flux
(evaporation and transpiration). To determine the outline of theoretical trapezoid is to determine
the four corners’ temperature value TSD,TVD,TSW and TVW(Figure 2). TSD and TVD are calculated
by land surface energy balance equation:
(5)
Where Rn is the net solar radiation flux, G is the soil heat flux, H is the sensible heat flux and
LE is the latent heat flux.
TSW and TVW are obtained through positioning method for wind range of water body.
For the points on “theoretical dry boundary”, evaporation equals 0 in theory, that is LE=0. T SD
and TVD can be obtained by following certain procedures as shown in Equation 6.

Similarly,

(6)
In which, Tsda, Ta represent the air temperature of the corresponding pixels of TVD and TSD, rsda
and rVD represent aerodynamic resistance of the corresponding pixels of T VD and TSD, αsd and
αVD are albedo, S0 is total solar radiation, ρ、Cp are respectively the density of air and specific
heat at constant pressure, εsky is emissivity of sky, Tsky is temperature of the sky.
After vegetation coverage of a pixel is confirmed, there exists countless combination of TV and
TS, however pixels on one isocline in the trapezoid have the same soil moisture availability. So
the value of TS-TV on one isocline is equivalent as well as TV and TS, vegetation coverage f is
the only changing factor. According to the analysis above, the key in separating mixed pixel
land surface temperature is to determine dTm/df, which is the slope of the isocline in the
trapezoid, indicated by letter k. k is obtained by following equation:

(4)
in which, kU,kL are the slope of “theoretical dry boundary” and ” theoretical wet boundary” of
the trapezoid. Thus, the separation of mixed land surface temperature is accomplished. With the
similar process, mixed albedo can also be separated.

The second step is to use layered energy-separating algorithm in estimating Bowen ratio of
soil(βS) and vegetation(βV). Then soil evaporation and vegetation transpiration can be
determined based on the Bowen Ratio-equilibrium Energy Method.
DATA AND MATERIALS
As introduced before, remote sensing data is substantial for this method. In our research,
MODIS products: MOD02, Geolocation(MOD03), Land Surface Temeperature(MOD11),
Vegetation Index(MOD13), Cloud Mask(MOD35), Albedo(MOD43) were used. MOD02 is
used for geometric correction and MOD03 is for simplified method for the atmosphere
correction. MOD13 is used to calculated vegetation coverage while MOD35 is used to remove
the effects of cloud cover.
Besides, station meteorological data is very essential, such as wind speed which is for
calculation of aerodynamic resistance[11], water vapour pressure and air temperature for
calculation of Tsky and so on.

RESULTS
Figure 3 and 4 showed the separated latent heat for canopy (Transpiration of vegetation canopy,
unit: w/m2 ) and the latent heat for soil (evaporation of soil, w/m2), respectively in the day of
290 Julian Day .

Figure 3. Latent Heat of vegetation canopy for Julia Day 290 (unit: w/m2)

Figure 4. Latent Heat of soil for Julia Day 290 (unit: w/m2)
The comparison of the estimated result with the field data at Yucheng shows that the the
goodness of fit R2 is 0.87 and the RMSE is about 23.8 w/m2. This result was reasonably good.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
From the above results, the proposed MADE method could model evaporation and transpiration
fitted with the field measurement at Yucheng station very well. It demonstrated the applicability
of the proposed method.
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